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Journal, Weeks 1–5 
 

Week 1: I have pneumonia. I am unable to leave my house. I have thought a lot about 
what I want to do in Comp Tech, and decided that I would really like to spend time 
branding myself. I would like to use squarespace to build a website that serves as an 
interactive, multi-media resume/CV and will help me stand out as I try to find a job in 
Washington, DC after graduation (June 2017). I can use my last year of school to build up 
content and come out with a very rich website and tool. This branding process will include 
a logo, a website, and business cards. I will also be working with the AAD Professional 
Project team to build a strategic plan for our client, and part of Comp Tech will include us 
finding an InDesign template and transferring our written content into it so that we have a 
stunning visual to hand over at the end of the term. 
 
Week 2: I created a logo for myself. I wanted it to be textual and black and white. I found 
a perfect font that is script-based but still looks clean. I’m using Spiff as my main logo font 
and Basic Title Font as my sub-logo font. I like how it’s coming together so far but could 
probably do better once I get feedback. I purchased a squarespace account and was 
happy to see that there is a student discount! It cost be $72 for a year with my own 
domain name. Luckily, sarahwyer.com was available so I snagged that. I struggled with 
whether to insert my middle name or not, but eventually decided that Sarah Castille Wyer 
or Sarah C Wyer was not as visually appealing as the shorter and crisper Sarah Wyer. I still 
have pneumonia and am rolling around at home trying to improve so that I can re-enter the 
world. I am having trouble with my template in squarespace (Montauk). It has a section for 
an address and phone number and I cannot seem to find where to edit it anywhere. 
 
Week 3: I decided to buy an email address for my website. While I struggled with the 
decision, ultimately I think that sarah@sarahwyer.com is professional and will set me apart 
as I work to brand myself. It cost $50 for the year and is connected to Google via 
squarespace. I also spent some time working on my logo and changed the sub-font to Built 
Tilting versus Basic Title Font. Built Tilting (thanks for introducing me to the font, Karen!) is a 
little cleaner and sharper, as well as narrow enough to fit precisely under my main logo. 
Eric had mentioned that I should play with the sub-font a little more, which pushed me to 
explore different options. I’m now quite happy with how the logo looks. I also decided that 
my website will include the following sections: Academic Portfolio, Blog, Photography, and 
About. I will use the blog as a space to write about arts and culture events/happenings so 
that I can stay current and help disseminate information about the arts to whatever 
audience. For the Professional Project Straegic Plan, my team (Cait, Raquel, Emily) and I 
picked an InDesign template on behance and paid $12 (which was a deal, I think). I started 



playing with how photographs will look/fit into the plan, as photography was one of my 
fieldwork tasks.  
 
Week 4: I met with one of my friends, Mary Sharbatz, who is a graphic designer. We went 
over my logo design and she gave me some excellent kerning suggestions that I think 
really improved my logo. She also helped me go through my squarespace website and 
address some of the problems I’ve been having with my chosen layout (Montauk). After 
reading through the “Help” forums on squarespace and scouring the internet for help with 
the layout, we realized that it might be better just to change my website theme. I started 
using the Avenue template, which is much more customizable. I also learned how to use 
issuu to upload my academic papers onto my squarespace website. It looks professional 
and allows me to have a visual component to the section of my academic portfolio (so it’s 
not just a bunch of links). I ordered my business cards from moo. I struggled between the 
blue and pink liner for the 32 pt luxe cards but settled on blue because it’s an AAD color 
and because the pink and the script font together was just an ounce too feminine of a 
representation for me. Mary helped me realize that I needed to make my font bigger or 
people would have difficulty reading it. She said that size 9 is perfect. 
 
Week 5: My business cards arrived from moo and I love them. They are the perfect 
balance of playful/mildly feminine and minimalist. I need to get a business card 
holder/case! I also launched my website this week—it’s been a busy one. I finished writing 
my first blog post about “The Agile Arts Manager in a Changing World with Andy Horwitz.” 
It took longer than I thought so I definitely need to portion out more time to work on quality 
blog-posts. This one was mostly notes that I took during the workshop. I also added some 
of my original photography and hope to flesh that section out soon. I want my website to 
be at 100% before I attend what might turn out to be a life-changing conference in May. I 
spent most of this week adding enough content to my website to make it live.  


